
           
       



Somewhere between these two poles lies Mark Ruwedel. As the most recent winner of the

Scotiabank Photography Prize, which comes with a $50,000 cheque, Ruwedel’s work is the subject

of a career survey that just opened at the Ryerson Image Centre and it is an eerie, understated

sight to behold.

Ruwedel, who is 61, has been wandering the byways of the west — America, mostly, but Canada

too — for half his life, making pictures of a landscape marked by human endeavour and its

creeping impermanence.

His pictures are too of wounds, and while their damage is scarred over, it’s never fully healed.

They can be frank — a series of images of craters in the southwestern desert, where atomic bombs

were detonated during the spirited postwar arms race — or sort of gaudy, in their understated way

(a grid of vinyl LPs, shot identically but found abandoned, separately, at far-flung points across

the west, or a makeshift geodesic dome of cast-off plywood, with its Burning Man-esque

sensibility).

Most often, though, they’re so subtle as to be barely visible. It’s here that Ruwedel works his

particular, restrained magic. He works in series, and the best of them reveal a furtive compulsion

to link the industriousness of our busy little species across time and space.

Desert Houses, plainly titled, is pretty much that: a grid of a couple dozen prefab homes plunked

down on the sun-bleached flatlands of the American southwest. Up close, their various states of

repair — crumbling, blown-out, grown over, occasionally tidily kept — work as a minisurvey of the

stalking impermanence of westward expansion, a transience spurred by resource extraction that’s

never really stopped (look at Northern Alberta, say, where massive pits heaving with oily muck are

expected to be empty in 50 years).

Step back, though, and something else emerges: identical profiles of identical houses snap

together in a matrix of eerie sameness that bundles up the worst symptoms of humanity’s

modern-age disease.

Not so long ago, we built monuments with a notion to permanence, an empire and a civilization

for a new world. As the 20th century drifted to middle age, that changed: the priority shifted to the

temporary and convenient, and nowhere is that more visible than in Ruwedel’s untrammeled

western byways.

His project — all 30-plus years of it, really — brushes past various prominent schools of esthetic

thought. The notion of New Topographics looms particularly large. Taken from a 1975 exhibition

of the same name, it’s become an umbrella term for an esthetic populated by such diverse

practitioners as Bernd and Hilla Becher, and Stephen Shore that challenged the romanticism of

Adams’ idyll with pictures of such things as water towers and parking lots, respectively,

Ruwedel’s subtle innovation, though, is one that quietly challenges those challengers. His

landscapes contemplate not just a world we’ve altered, but one that will carry on without us.

His most understated and most potent series, to me, is Westward the Course of Empire, a



deliberate, archly heroic phrase that speaks to that shift. The series is broad-ranging but focused

loosely on movement — rail cuts and roadways, portals through mountains and forests — tracking

human progress through the continent’s remaining wilds.

One stirring series presents a grid of near-identical topography: mountain passes, seen from

below. Through each lies a path in varying states of usability: one well-kept with tidy crushed

gravel; another overgrown but passable; still another yet to be broached, its way choked by

boulders and brush. Together, with their eerily synchronous profiles, they cloak the optimism of

forging west with a disquieting truth: how, inevitably, what lies ahead slips into what is left

behind, as the future becomes the past.

Mark Ruwedel continues at the Ryerson Image Centre, 33 Gould St., until June 28. See

ryerson.ca/ric for more information.


